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Chitosan is one of the most studied polysaccharides in recent decades for its biomedical application. This polymer is

derived from chitin, the main component in the exoskeleton of insects and crustaceans, a homopolymer consisting of β-

(1→4)-N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. The degree of deacetylation of chitosan depends on the conditions applied during the

deacetylation process—such as temperature or sodium hydroxide concentration—and determines various properties of

the polymer, such as pKa, solubility, and viscosity. Chitosan has been used in a broad assortment of medical materials

and devices. Each system benefits from the properties that chitosan can provide for surgical applications. The shape,

porosity, consistency, and size of the fabricated systems can be precisely tuned for the intended application.
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1. Scaffolds

Scaffolds are porous solids with controlled geometry and microstructures. They provide extracellular support for cell

proliferation and can also serve as a template, for example, to guide tissue regeneration . Biocompatible polymers such

as chitosan are considered for the manufacture of implantable scaffolds since they generally ensure

absorption/degradability capacity and the absence of toxicity . A described method for the fabrication of chitosan-based

scaffolds is the lyophilization of chitosan gels and solutions . This technique makes it possible to control the average

pore diameter—which varies from 1 to 250 μm—by means of freezing conditions. An alternative is the manufacturing of

chitosan scaffolds by 3D printing, a technique that allows to obtain systems with a tightly controlled shape and structure

. Finally, it is also possible to obtain self-assembled scaffolds. For this, it is necessary to use a second raw material that,

when combined with chitosan, spontaneously forms a scaffold structure. An example is the manufacture of hybrid

scaffolds of chitosan and sericin; the positive charges present in the chitosan structure react with the negative charges of

aspartic and glutamic acids that are present in the serine structure . This combination also improves cell adhesion and

porosity, maintaining the biocompatibility of the system.

2. Sponges

Sponges are porous solid systems, similar to scaffolds, but with a different manufacturing process. For the manufacture of

chitosan sponges, the polymer is dissolved in an acidic or saline aqueous solution. A surfactant, usually sodium dodecyl

sulfate, is then added while stirring at high speed to obtain a foam. A pore-forming agent may be incorporated into the

foam at this point in the process. Finally, the system is lyophilized to obtain the chitosan sponge . The use of chitosan

sponges in post-surgical procedures as hemostatic systems has been deeply studied . These devices are valued for

their biodegradability and antimicrobial activity and their ability to absorb large volumes of fluids. In addition, they can also

be used as reservoirs for the release of antibiotics, such as doxycycline, thus improving their antibacterial activity .

Different modifications have been made to chitosan to improve the properties of these sponges. For example,

hydrophobically modified chitosan sponges showed improved bleeding control compared to unmodified chitosan ; thiol-

modified chitosan also showed excellent hemostatic performance , and alkylated chitosan sponges were able to rapidly

absorb large volumes of water and blood . It is also possible to develop mixed sponges, combining chitosan with other

polymers, the combination of chitosan and gelatin being the most studied .

3. Meshes

Other devices widely used nowadays in surgery are meshes, replacing sutures in many cases, such as in hernia repair or

pelvic floor construction. They are flexible networks formed by crosslinked fibers. Polypropylene meshes are the most

common, being a resistant, economical, and non-resorbable material. However, there are still some cases of rejection due

to foreign-body reactions and infections of the area . These polypropylene-based meshes have been modified by

including chitosan on their surface, which improves biocompatibility and antimicrobial properties, thus accelerating the
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healing process . This synergy needs to be explored more deeply; another study evaluated the coating of

polypropylene meshes with different concentrations of chitosan, but when they were implanted in rats, the adhesion and

histopathological parameters were not modified . It is also possible to obtain meshes of other materials. For example, a

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)/chitosan hydrogel mesh was able to form a swelling-resistant structure with improved

adhesive properties .

4. Membranes

Similar to meshes, membranes or films can be manufactured. They are also flexible polymeric layers, but with a

continuous structure instead of a fiber network. The standardized manufacturing technique for chitosan membranes

involves the preparation of an acid solution of chitosan, which is freeze-dried after being poured into a mold. After this

process, the membrane is treated with alkali to displace the acid used to dissolve the polymer and facilitate the

polymerization of chitosan. Finally, the system is dried to obtain chitosan membranes . Some authors have replaced

the lyophilization step with the immersion of the membrane in liquid nitrogen for 10 s . Chitosan acetate films were

developed for biomedical applications. The influence of the inclusion of glycerol, oleic acid, and a mixture of them as

plasticizers was evaluated. All of them became biodegradable films suitable for skin recovery . Membranes can also be

manufactured as multilayer films, allowing different materials to be combined and providing different properties to the

membrane. For example, multilayer chitosan/poly(L-lactic acid) membranes combine the biocompatibility and cell-growth

promotion of chitosan with the mechanical strength of poly(L-lactic acid) . HemCon  is a commercialized chitosan-

based film that is recommended for preventing blood loss, thanks to its hemostatic properties, while providing an

antibacterial barrier that avoids wound infection . Similarly, CELOX  is a chitosan hemostatic dressing that has shown

equivalence to HemCon  in the control of bleeding . Chitosan membranes can also be used in surgical procedures in

combination with polypropylene mesh; they provide an antiadhesive barrier that prevents the adhesion of peritoneal tissue

to the mesh . There are also references to the use of chitosan membranes in guided tissue regeneration . A collagen

film impregnated with a layer of chitosan has been used as a barrier membrane for managing periodontal furcation,

resulting in excellent biological acceptance and low gingival recession . Chitosan membranes have also been

developed for guided bone regeneration; these devices have antimicrobial properties and are capable of inducing

angiogenesis, thus promoting bone regeneration in in vivo studies .

5. Hydrogels

Hydrogels have also been studied for surgical applications. These systems consist of a liquid phase, which generally

comprises 90% of the formulation, trapped in a solid phase that gives the gel its structure . This water content makes

these systems highly biocompatible, and their soft consistency prevents damage to surrounding tissues. Chitosan

hydrogels show similar mechanical properties to connective tissues, which favors tissue regeneration . Three types of

chitosan hydrogels for surgical applications are described in the literature: physically associated hydrogels based on the

crosslinking of chitosan chains through hydrogen bonds or electrostatic interactions; coordination complex crosslinked

hydrogels, which require metal ions to form covalent bonds with chitosan, making them less suitable for biomedical

applications; and chemically crosslinked hydrogels that undergo irreversible gelation via covalent bonds but require

modifications to the chitosan structure . Chitosan hydrogels have been studied for different applications, such as

hemorrhage control, dental and bone regeneration, and treatment of wound infections . It is worth mentioning

the possibility of developing thermosensitive hydrogels, which are capable of forming a gel after administration in

response to increased temperature . For example, a thermosensitive chitosan/gelatin hydrogel was developed for the

sustained release of stem cells in therapeutic angiogenesis .

6. Nanofibers and Nanoparticles

Another formulation prepared from chitosan is nanofibers. The electrospinning technique allows the fabrication of chitosan

nanofibers with a diameter of a few nanometers and, therefore, a large specific surface . Porous meshes or scaffolds

can be manufactured from the developed nanofibers .

Chitosan nanoparticles have also been developed for surgical applications. These formulations can be included in another

system to enhance their activity. For example, melatonin-loaded lecithin–chitosan nanoparticles have been included in a

hydrogel for topical administration as a wound-healing promoter. In vivo studies have shown the induction of angiogenic

and fibroblast proliferation after the administration of nanoparticles . Another example is the minocycline-loaded
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nanoparticles developed by Ma et al., which were included in a collagen/chitosan membrane for guided bone regeneration

.
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